...A Message To Humanity...

* * *

“I AM” Here...

Pay attention. These are “MY” words. They may be flowing through human fingers and showing up on a computer screen, but “I AM” is writing this. Make no mistake.

Remember “I AM THAT I AM” from The Bible? Well “I AM” One and the Same. And whether you call me God… Allah… Jahweh… The One… The Self… Brahman… The Void… All That Is… The Tao… Satchitananda… Jewel of Truth… Dark Energy… Singularity… or Grand Unification Theory… whatever name you use really doesn’t matter and really doesn’t define me. It merely separates you from people who call me something else. “I” simply am what “I” is… a singular reality… pervading the universe… outside all beings and inside all beings whether they know it or not… including you… the being currently reading this!

“I AM” consciousness. That is the bottom line. “I AM” that ‘I am’.

“I AM” the consciousness that exists inside each and every one of you. You know “ME” by what “I” feel like… for “I” feel like you feel. Not the aches and pains of the body… not the thoughts and emotions of the mind… but the very feeling of existing. When you say ‘I’ and point at yourself, you are pointing at “ME”.

You even use my name for self-reference. You start with “I am…” and then you add black, white, yellow, red, old, young, rich, poor, Christian, Muslim, Jewish, Hindu, Buddhist, Atheist, and on and on… adjectives that separate you from everyone else. Yes. These adjectives feel real and yes, they are important. They are the filters that allow “ME” to experience life from your perspective. How dull life would be if all of you were exactly the same.

These adjectives that define your specific set of filters are not who you really are. No. No. No. “I AM” is the only thing about you that is constant. All the rest are just temporary shells and layers that come into being when you are born, change
throughout your life, and come to an end when you die, as all material things do… plants, animals, humans, stars, galaxies, universes.

“I” am making Myself known at this time to help lead you to your next evolutionary level. “My” creations have evolved before… when plants took over from rocks as the most advanced beings on Earth and you were able to turn and face the sun and reach for water instead of just sitting there. Or when animal mind turned to human mind and you could think abstract thoughts instead of just ‘eat or be eaten’.

This evolutionary change is just as big and just as important. Humanity is at a critical stage. If you wish to survive as a species, you must alter your way of viewing yourself and evolve into a higher level of being… a New Consciousness.

New Consciousness… realizing that the ‘I’ you each feel inside… the very feeling of being alive… is the exact same “I” you all feel inside. You are not separate beings. You are unique reflections of “ME”. “I” experience through you… each and every one of you. You are not separate leaves… you are one tree.

New Consciousness will make a big difference in life on Earth. When you evolve and truly feel the Oneness within, you will stop hurting each other. You will use your skills, talents, and abilities not only for your own individual advantage, but for the greater good of all… including planet Earth.

As more of you understand and live New Consciousness, you will form a resonant field that will strengthen and help others reach this awareness. When that happens, humanity will thrive and move into an era of Perpetual Peace and Universal Understanding, what some of your traditions call Heaven on Earth… how “I” intended it from the beginning.

At humanity’s stage of self-conscious awareness… unlike less evolved life forms who simply follow instinct… every new evolutionary level is voluntary. You may choose to remain as you are and live in a world of separateness and hatred and impending doom… or you may choose to experience New Consciousness and live in a world of togetherness and joy and expanding wonder. The choice is yours…

…”I AM”

* * *